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What’s New At Good News Camp?
In case you haven’t had a chance to stop by Good News Camp recently, we wanted you
to see what God has provided through His people over the past year to improve camp.
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1. This new shed and tarp provide the perfect spot for our youngest group of girls to keep their
things, change for swimming, and have lesson and lunch time.
2. Heavy duty hula hoops are providing lots of entertainment during free play time.
3. A new computer has been a tremendous blessing during chapel and missions.
4. The life jackets now have a way to dry out each evening as they hang from their newly
built holders.
5. This shed is just the right size for our “Apaches” - the youngest group of boys.

Our teens at Roxbury: Jacob Russell, Josiah Fisler, Spencer
Smith, Cora Russell, and Lynelle Thrush

Our summer missionaries had a
great time of training with other
teens from all over the state
from June 13-20. While there,
they learned how to present the
gospel to children, how to teach
a Bible lesson, songs, mission’s
time, games, counseling, and
much more. They are all now
equipped for a summer of
ministry throughout the area
teaching at Good News Camp
and 5-day Clubs.

Good News Camp Update
Camp started on June 15 with campers coming from Chambersburg and Mercersburg. That was
just the first of 8 weeks at the Mark Victor Teeter Memorial Park. As we’ve done in previous years,
we’ll also have a week of camp at Orrstown, Dublin Mills, Needmore, and Path Valley. We’re still
short a few teachers for weeks later in the summer. If you’ve been thinking about volunteering,
please get in touch with us. It’s not too late.
The lessons on Esther have been very
well received by the campers. They
have also been a tremendous
blessing to the teachers and staff and
we are reminded of the sovereignty
and faithfulness of God through the
account of Esther.
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